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Introduction
	 Working for two years as a Senior Assistant with the WPI Department of 
Computer Science, I have focused on working with students from the department’s 
introductory classes.  This comes with the opportunity to not only improve my 
communication skills and understanding of the fundamental concepts of working with 
code, but to become experienced in helping students understand these concepts for 
themselves.  The class I have assisted with most is Introduction to Program Design (CS 
1101), which is the root of all major-level programming classes in our curriculum.  For 
many students, 1101 is their first experience in programming.  Concepts like syntax, 
scope, branching, and recursion are all very new to these students.  The class uses the 
Racket programming language (a dialect of LISP), which ships with powerful teaching 
tools to teach these concepts.  In my experience, getting students to try what they 
have learned and giving them the tools to help themselves when they get stuck gets 
most students through.  I have seen students transition from not understanding how to 
write functions at all to solving programming problems on their own in a matter of 
hours.

ASSISTments Tutor
	 My advisor, Professor Joseph Beck, picked up teaching 1101 recently and has 
been searching for better ways to familiarize the students with the aforementioned 
concepts of programming.  Most nights, students of his 1101 course log in to 
ASSISTments, an online tutoring and skill building platform, and watch short video 
lectures on Racket programming to complement the day's lecture or preview the next.  
Each video is accompanied by one or more comprehension questions, which they 
must answer in order to progress to the next video or complete the assignment.  These 
require the students to think more critically about what they have seen so far before 
they move on, and since ASSISTments grades their responses upon submission they 
get immediate feedback.  The hope is that the ideas we quiz them on stick, and 
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student misunderstandings can be quickly caught and corrected.  Figure 1 shows what 
Professor Beck’s ASSISTments assignments look like to a student.  We call this view 
the Tutor.  The teacher, however, has a unique perspective.

  

Figure 1.  A screenshot of a CS 1101 assignment in the ASSISTments Tutor interface 
ASSISTments Reporting
	 There are many tools available to teachers in ASSISTments, but perhaps the 
most useful tool is the teacher report.  Figure 2 is a screenshot of a report from one of 
the last term's assignments.  Each row represents a student, and these columns are 
filled with information including the answers given by that student, whether they were 
correct, how long it took the student to complete the assignment, and how many hints 
he used.  ASSISTments will also make note of common wrong answers.
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Figure 2.  An example of a ASSISTments teacher report 
	 Notice that the students are unnamed in this screenshot.  The report is 
anonymous by default, while teachers may choose to reveal the students' names if 
they are so inclined.  This data can be used to iron out the problems used in the 
assignment, contribute to a pedagogical study, or most importantly identify areas 
students are struggling in so that they can be reviewed in class the next day.
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Problem Formulation
Status Quo
	 At the time of writing, ASSISTments is used primarily by middle school teachers.  
As a result, it is mainly focused on tutoring mathematics, so composing complex 
programming questions in ASSISTments is an uphill battle.  Figure 3 shows a question 
that is one such attempt.
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Figure 3.  A comprehension question which struggles to test student understanding 
	 This question comes later on in the course and best illustrates the problem 
Professor Beck and I would like to solve.  The question’s prompt points to a blank 
space in a Racket program and asks the student for the most appropriate snippet of 
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code to fill that blank.  The student must choose from a number of possible answers.  
This question repeats until all blank spaces are addressed.

	 ASSISTments also oﬀers a fill-in-the-blank problem type, which would allow the 
student to enter their own code snippet; however, the student’s answer must match 
one of the teacher’s preset answers character-by-character.  As such, there is no 
reliable way to give the student the opportunity to write their own code to solve the 
problem since, in reality, there are many ways to write a program.  A system of 
procedurally filling in blanks also forces the student to think through the design of the 
program in a particular order, whereas not all students will start in the same place in the 
function design recipe.

	 At this point in the course, students should be able to write and debug their own 
programs that demonstrate their understanding, but ASSISTments has no way to 
grade programs that they write.  Despite the minor frustrations with problems like this 
one, students have commented that they appreciate both the presence of the 
comprehension questions and the immediate feedback they provide.

Desired Student Experience
	 The goal of my project is to introduce a new ASSISTments problem type that 
allows students to submit their own Racket programs and to receive the same sort of 
immediate feedback oﬀered by ASSISTments tutoring, as well as to let teachers assess 
how their students’ progress.  Using such a problem type would require the student to 
immediately practice what they've just learned by writing actual code.  If the student 
needs assistance, the video lecture remains available for review, as it was with the 
original comprehension questions.
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Figure 4.  The desired student experience of a Racket problem in ASSISTments 
	 In Figure 4, a student has written a buggy solution to a problem, probably 
authored in DrRacket rather than in the ASSISTments response box, pasted it into our 
problem interface, and pressed “Submit Answer.”  A message appears describing the 
error in the program's logic, and the student must correct the program and resubmit in 
order to move on to the next problem.  This error message did not simply materialize 
from thin air.  The instructor has provided a test case for this bug and coupled it with 
this specialized message.
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Desired Teacher Experience
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Figure 5.  Figure 4’s example problem under construction in the problem builder

	 Figure 5 shows how the programming problem in Figure 4 is constructed.  The 
teacher enters the prompt for the problem and lists the test cases under "Answers".  
We were limited by the existing interface for building a problem in ASSISTments, which 
currently cannot be modified without aﬀecting all problem types supported by 
ASSISTments (including the thousands of existing questions for middle-school math).  
Typically this "Answers" section is for listing the available choices in a multiple choice 
question or listing possible answers for a fill-in-the-blank.

	 In ASSISTments, a teacher can attach a message to any answer they label as 
being incorrect, often for the purpose of addressing misconceptions about the 
material.  We saw this as an opportunity to allow the teacher to decide the specific 
feedback for each test case.  That way the author can be as vague or as specific as 
desired; perhaps in some cases less specific feedback such as simply “Missed an 
edge case,” would be appropriate.
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	 Our example problem asks for a function called healthy-river? that consumes 
the dissolved oxygen level and pH value of a river and produces true if both values are 
within the defined boundaries.  The problem has three test cases.  The first verifies that 
the student's program identifies an acidic river with little dissolved oxygen as unsafe.  
The teacher has added a vague message to this test case, considering that if a 
student's program fails it, they likely haven't put much eﬀort into the problem.  The 
second test case verifies that the student's program identifies an acidic river with 
plenty of dissolved oxygen as still being unhealthy.  The message for this test case 
acknowledges that one of the test inputs is within the boundaries while the other isn't.  
The last test case verifies that the program correctly identifies a healthy river while 
checking an edge case.  This message was also present in Figure 4 - the student failed 
this test case and received this message as a result.  This message is more specific as 
it addresses a minor detail to the problem that might be missed.

Proposed Solution
Grading
	 The intricate component to this proposed problem type is the grading system.  
The student’s program and the teacher’s test cases must be run through the Racket 
interpreter and test case output parsed in order to evaluate the correctness of the 
student’s response.  We decided it would be best to avoid bogging down the 
ASSISTments server with both the cost and complexity of this task, as there are many 
teachers who depend on ASSISTments every day.  Instead we create a new grading 
server, which has the benefit of allowing us to build and debug our complex grading 
logic in our own environment.  Yet our solution presents a problem of its own: it is not 
possible for a webpage like the ASSISTments Tutor to query a server outside of the 
server or cluster that served the page.  This is known as the Same Origin Policy (“Same 
Origin Policy,” 2010).
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	 As a workaround, we have to introduce a redirect on the ASSISTments server 
itself in order to form a bridge between the Tutor interface and the grading server.  
Figure 6 shows how the Tutor’s request for grading eﬀectively bounces oﬀ the 
ASSISTments server and into the grading server, whose response again bounces oﬀ 
the ASSISTments server and finds its way back to the Tutor.  This allows us to respect 
the Same Origin Policy by manually designating our grading server as a service that the 
ASSISTments server, the provider of the Tutor itself, subscribes to.

External Communication
  

Figure 6.  A diagram depicting how externally graded problem types might be built 
	 The work that we have proposed thus far opens up the ASSISTments platform 
to more advanced problems, so we decided early on that the Racket problem type 
should sit on top of a generic framework for future externally graded problem types.  
That way, specialized problem types can be built quickly and easily.  For example, the 
Chemistry department might like to build a Stoichiometry problem type.  This external 
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problem type framework would cover all interactions with the ASSISTments grading 
system for them and streamline communication with the grading server that they would 
put together.  They may then introduce their own unique view and presenter and view 
modules, such as an interactive chemical equation.  Their presenter would only be 
required to know how to build a request for grading and how to determine whether 
their server’s response indicates that the student has answered the question correctly.

Implementation
Obstacles
	 Some obstacles to the implementation of our proposal were addressed by the 
design itself, such as the potential burden on the existing ASSISTments architecture 
and the Same Origin Policy, while others were necessarily handled in the 
implementation or were avoidable mistakes.

	 Of the former, there were two obstacles.  The first was that ASSISTments was 
not designed to idly wait for grading results while preventing the student from 
advancing to the next problem.  This synchronous behavior was necessary in order to 
query the grading server and wait on its response, and was solved with relative ease.  
The second obstacle solved in code was the fact that the external server could 
become unresponsive or otherwise malfunction at any time, and so the external 
problem type framework was configured to detect and adapt to this possibility.  If the 
external grading server does not respond or provides an unusable response, the 
student is notified that it is not currently possible to proceed and to notify the teacher.  
Ideally, the owner or maintainer of the server would be automatically notified and the 
student able to move on to other problems in their assignment, but it was decided that 
student notification was suﬃcient for the time being.

	 The potentially avoidable obstacles take root in that fact that I was provided with 
a development machine that was already configured for contributing to ASSISTments.  
As a result, I did not have the experience of accessing the version control system or 
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configuring the debugging environment until I needed these tools.  In addition, this 
development machine was the only one not being used by an ASSISTments employee 
and was used by three students simultaneously working on their own projects.  This 
meant that at any given time, this machine would have three users logged in and 
running their own development environment, web browser, and full instance of 
ASSISTments, making any development tasks in the ASSISTments codebase sluggish 
and prone to crashes.  A lack of documentation also slowed development 
considerably, coupled with the immense size of the ASSISTments codebase.  The 
ASSISTments development team is made up largely of graduate and doctoral students 
who have busy work days, making it diﬃcult to find help at times.  Much of the 
development time was spent wandering aimlessly, trying out a variety of existing 
constructs within the Tutor code and debugging them until the desired behavior was 
achieved.

Racket Grading Server
	 The grading service for the Racket problem was written in PHP.  It creates a 
temporary Racket source file with the necessary language configuration, the student’s 
program, and the teacher’s test cases.  The test cases are parsed to determine their 
line number in the source file as well as metadata pertaining to the test case itself.  The 
Racket interpreter, which comes packaged with DrRacket, is then invoked to interpret 
this source file.  The output from the interpreter is then parsed to determine which test 
cases failed and if any errors were encountered.  Failed test cases are identified by line 
number in the output, so the grader associates both the test metadata and teacher 
comments with this output using the line number that was initially determined by 
parsing the test code.  All comments associated with failed test cases are assembled 
to generate the message that will be displayed for the student.  The order of test case 
execution and message appearance matches the order in which the test cases are 
listed by the teacher when building the problem in ASSISTments.
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External Problem Type Framework
	 The framework was built on top of ASSISTments tutor’s Model-View-Presenter 
design.  The framework provides Java classes that serve as the common model for the 
ASSISTments response and answer system, as well an abstract presenter to simplify 
the existing response validation logic so that an external problem type only needs to 
report the student’s grade for a problem.  Once the foundation of the framework was in 
place, the abstract presenter needed a way to communicate with the ASSISTments 
server to coordinate the external grading.  For this purpose, an asynchronous request 
is made to a specified path on the ASSISTments server that will be redirected to the 
external server’s address.  As discussed earlier, the student is notified if there is a 
failure to communicate appropriately with the grading server and is therefore prevented 
from continuing.

	 Through the abstract presenter, the framework communicates with the problem 
type.  Three abstract methods must be implemented in any external problem type: one 
to build a request for grading, one to determine the student’s grade based on the 
grading server’s response, and one to act on the response itself.  Communication to 
and from the grading server is done using JSON, the structure of which is entirely up to 
the designer of the problem type’s grading service.

Racket Problem Type
	 Once the framework was established, building the Racket problem type was 
simple.  A total of five classes must be created for a new external problem type: a 
model representing a single problem, a JSON translator for that model (for persistence 
purposes), a view for the prompt of a problem, a view for the student’s input, and a 
presenter for the connecting logic.  Using the simplistic fill-in problem type as an 
example, a basic model and view was created.  Then, the presenter was created as an 
extension of the external framework’s abstract presenter.  The three abstract methods 
were then written to comply with the service I had established when building the 
grading server.  Once the problem type was capable of generating the proper grading 
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requests and interpreting test responses, the problem type was merged into the 
ASSISTments codebase and the redirect for the external server was created.

Conclusions
Accomplishments
	 I have extended ASSISTments to support more advanced, specialized problem 
types while reducing both the development cost and the workload on the existing 
ASSISTments infrastructure.  My framework allows ASSISTments to communicate with 
dedicated grading servers and allows the designer to be as creative as desired in 
building a tutoring interface for a particular subject.  I have also built my own 
specialized problem type using this framework that enables students to write Racket 
programs and receive immediate feedback from messages created by their instructor.

Future Work
	 Unfortunately, due to time constraints, I was unable to include externally graded 
problems in the ASSISTments teacher reporting .  Having more detailed reports geared 
towards the Racket problem type would be helpful.  For example, the number of test 
cases failed by a student’s response may be useful for the teacher to know.

	 We would also like to have some sort of toolkit for analyzing the student's 
responses and address common mistakes in an intelligent way.  Right now we would 
expect students to stick to DrRacket for writing, debugging, and testing their code, but 
creating a Racket editor would enable us to be able to identify typos or common 
mistakes in syntax, which could aid in diagnosing students’ misunderstanding.

	 Lastly, our comprehension questions might be well served by a system that 
detects whether the students' programs actually include the concepts we're looking 
for.  For example, one of the video lectures discusses the map and filter functions, 
which a student could easily avoid using by writing the recursive solutions themselves. 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Appendix A.  Installing the Racket Grading Server
	 The Racket grading server is a PHP program that depends only on the Racket 
interpreter.  Currently, WAMP is installed on the machine as a PHP server and will 
restart automatically if the machine is rebooted or otherwise power cycled.  The Racket 
interpreter is found in the installation directory of DrRacket, look for “Racket.exe” in 
windows or “racket” on Mac or Linux.  The files related to the grading service are found 
under C:\wamp\www\racket and are as follows:

lang/ A directory of text files which contain the language 
descriptors for the Racket teaching languages.  
Currently only the intermediate with Lambda 
expressions language is used.
tmp/ A directory for the temporary Racket source files.
index.php A test page for the service.  Accessible via http://
jbeck2010-1.cs.wpi.edu/racket
exampleSourceCode.rkt Racket source code used in the example
exampleTestCode.rkt Test code used in the example
exampleTestCode1-4.rkt Test cases used in the example
exampleComment1-4.txt Comments used in the example
grade.php The top-level grading logic and target for the 
grading service.  This file is small, but crucial.  If 
switching systems, this file may need to be 
modified slightly, as there are system-specifics that 
must be calibrated.
RacketTestEvaluator.php Contains the interface and data definitions for the 
grader.
RacketTestEvaluatorImpl.php A class that encapsulates data collection and 
evaluation for grading a Racket program.  Calls on 
the RacketTestCodeParser to parse the test 
cases.
RacketTestCodeParser.php Parses test cases.
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